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We all know IT training programs, either as summer, industrial or as on campus training, always
offer overall escalation and development of trainees. They become a source of acquaintance of
latest and advanced technologies.

Here, you get an opportunity to join our company for future success by imparting intensive career
specific program and soft skills. We groom young IT graduates. Students and for those who seek
well start in the IT Industry. We cover project training of courses like PHP, .Net, Java, Oracle,
Android, SEO. We will give you a platform to reach at a certain heights in your life at a reasonable
cost.

Our guidance and project oriented approach will give you a splendidly positive experience. With our
trainer's good industry exposure you will get into a good company without much of a problem in the
technical round.

For sure if you get project assistant from us we will definitely furnish you for working in competitive
industry. As we transform ideas into valuable services and products. If you want to speed up your
technical skills into real-time development environment then give us a chance.

You can rely on us since we rely on team of highly qualified professionals armed with sound and
diversified technical skill sets. They will stress on their both practical as well as theoretical sessions.
Though, more weight will be always given to the practical aspects of learning. We provide extra lab
timings to our each trainee.

For developing programming skills we give a Topic Based Assignments to our entire trainees. We
also impart hands on practice on Live Projects by our industry experts. We take the size of team
during study under consideration and always go for limited team size. Also ability to work in groups
will give you a brief idea of the industrial environment that will be helpful after leaving college.

With video tutorials we believe in sharpening the knowledge of our trainee. Here, you will find
competitive environment with unlimited growing opportunities. We seek to make available customer
fulfillment in terms of quality and cost effectiveness of our services.

We feel pride on ourselves because we not only make available endowed persons to IT industry but
also produce high quality solutions on time and within budget. We help our trainees with our
dedicated team of HR executives in finding out their suitable jobs, after completion of the training.
Thus not only placement opportunity but the perfect placement assistance will be given to you. Also
after the completion of training we hand over a valuable â€˜Project completion certificateâ€™.

Thus, right from quality education, placement opportunities to latest course content you will find
everything at the same place.
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Ralant Technologies - About Author:
Tathastu Infotech offers a industrial project training for IT students and Summer Training Noida. It
provides 4 week Summer Internship, 6 Week Summer Training, MCA Project Training and a BTech
Summer Training on .Net, Java, Android, PHP and SEO. It offers live project based training.
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